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Brian Laundry <brian@brianlaundry.ca>

Planning Thoughts - Jim & Barbe (Rempel)

Brian Laundry <brian@brianlaundry.ca> Tue, Nov 26, 2019 at 12:11 PM
To: "rempel@bluestonefinancial.ca" <rempel@bluestonefinancial.ca>

My understanding is that Jim (M70, non-smoker) and Barbe (F69, non-smoker) have a non-registered investment portfolio worth
about $3,000,000.  You told me that this money is not required to provide a retirement income and will pass through the estate to
their only child (who lives in the US).  In fact

RRSP - $1,750,000
OPEN - $1,250,000 --- totally invested (assume balanced)
Pension $50,000 pre-tax per year

Spending probably $120,000 pre-tax (RRSP/Open/Pension)

Step #1 - How much income can only the RRSP's & Pension Provide for Life

I created a plan that completely removed the non-registered investments.  Using a 5% rate of return and 2.5% inflation.  To make
things very conservative, I ran calculations to Barbe's age 1001.  

Jim & Barbe should be able to generate about $129,400/yr (after-tax -- or $10,783/mth).  The RRSP's which will continue to reduce
over-time as withdrawals are made (see light blue bars below).  As you can see, the RRSP/RRIF will erode to $0 by her age 101
(using an after-tax goal of $129,400/yr):

However, from an estate planning perspective, at death, the entire balance of the RRSP's is added to the final tax return on the
second death.  Again, since the RRSPs are reducing, so does the tax bill.  See the red line below:
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My point?  The RRSPs and pension should provide more than enough income for their entire lives without ever including the open
account.

Step #2 - Include All Assets (ie. Step #1 plus the $3,000,000 open account)

I'll assume the open account is a balanced portfolio with an ACB of $2,000,000 (5% rate of return).  As you can see in the image
below, the total estate continues to grow over time.  At age 90, total assets are ~$7.7M.  See below:

The estate tax liability doesn't dip below $1,000,000 until age 96.  See below:
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3.  Why Life Insurance?

There are some key benefits that typical investments do not have:

Investments inside a life insurance policy grow tax-free
There are guarantees on the investment balance within an insurance policy 
The proceeds of life insurance are paid tax-free and bypass the estate and get paid directly from the insurance company to
beneficiaries.  This will likely be VERY helpful given their child lives in the US.  Life insurance proceeds are paid within 10
business days (much better than having to settle an estate)
If money is moved from the open account to life insurance, the estate tax liability will reduce

There are several different product options to choose from.  

4.  Product Option #1
Use a joint last-to-die policy with guaranteed costs and a guaranteed rate of return (1.5%).  Maximize the death benefit.  The
illustration below is 100% guaranteed.  Compare the Net Estate Values to an open portfolio:
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Remember, the option above is 100% guaranteed (vs. market risk).

5. Product Option #2 - Use Whole Life Insurance as an asset class
This is the more common solution because the contract has large cash values which are invested (the current rate is 6.25% -- I'm
showing 5.25% below).  The cash values and death benefit grow significantly over time.  Notice the death benefit will grow to be
similar to product option #1 (above), but there is significant cash/investment value.
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6.  Final Thoughts

Ultimately, we should be meeting with this client to go through estate planning scenarios together.  Most of the meeting is putting the
software on a big screen and showing them how much money they will have and how much tax is projected.  Once they completely
understand, that's when I show where insurance 'fits'.  The numbers above are only examples and by no means a recommendation.

My suggestion to you is to avoid using the word insurance.  Immediately they will push-back ("I don't need insurance").  Explain that
based on the projections (from above) we expect a $1.3M tax bill.  Let's meet to talk about how we can plan/manage that bill.   

Make sense?


